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INTRODUCTION TO THE TARPAULIN
The tarpaulin in question, with manual, electric or even hydraulic movement, is intended for medium to large size vehicles
transporting all loose materials.
It is also specifically designed to fulfil both the need to cover the container and to provide quick access at the same time,
for loading and unloading.

1. SIMPLE

2. FUNCTIONAL

3. STURDY

4. ADAPTABLE

Although it has an essential design, the system ensures superior efficiency and unmatched reliability.
The simplicity of the system makes it easy to install the tarpaulin on almost any container currently on the market, without
having to make any excessive changes to the container itself.
The system in its current form was created from the experience CRAMARO gained over the years in the industrial vehicle
tarpaulin sector.
The CRAMARO tarpaulin represents an ideal synthesis of technology, safety, environmental compatibility, working
efficiency and productivity.
Furthermore, the system fully fulfils the requirements imposed by the standard in force (DIRECTIVE 2006/42 EC)
We recommend reading this manual carefully before using the vehicle fitted with the CRAMARO CABRIOLE’ model
tarpaulin

LIFTING AND HANDLING THE TARPAULIN

NO !

WARNING!
The tarpaulin CANNOT be lifted and moved by only one
person.

SI !

The tarpaulin must be moved using suitable lifting
and transport devices, making sure to balance the load when moving.
In the event of handling via forklift, make sure that the forklift
forks have an appropriate distance to balance the load and
make sure that the driver is qualified to use the forklift.
During the assembly stage, the tarpaulin must be supported by a suitable support
and lifting system until it is securely anchored to the container.

CE MARKING
CRAMARO TARPAULIN SYSTEMS s.r.l.

Each machine has a CE marking shown by the nameplate required by
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC..

37044 COLOGNA VENETA ( VR ) - ITALY
VIA QUARI DESTRA 71/G
Tel + 39 0442 411688 Fax +39 0442 411690
www.cramaro.com Mail info@cramaro.com
MODELLO TIPO / MODEL TYPE :

CABRIOLE'

N° SERIE / SERIAL N° :
ANNO / YEAR OF BUILT :
RUMOROSITA' / SOUND PRESSURE :
VIBRAZIONI / VIBRATIONS :

ASSENTE / NO
ASSENTE / NO
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MACHINE FUNCTIONS – INTENDED USE
CABRIOLE’s specific function is to quickly cover and uncover a container for loading and unloading operations.

NOT PERMITTED “IMPROPER” USE
Not permitted improper use refers to:

any kind of use other than the one specified in the previous paragraph.

WARNING!
Do not use the machine to cause injury to your health and the health of other persons.

SOUND EMISSIONS
The machine does not produce a sound pressure that can cause damage to human hearing.

VIBRATION
Absent as far as operation strictly associated with the action of the operator.

USING AND CONTROLLING THE TARPAULIN

Operating temperatures
The machine is designed to operate in environments with temperatures ranging between
please contact the manufacturer to operate under other temperature conditions..

– 15° and + 40° ;

Wind action
ATTENTION: Wind cannot be overlooked because the action of wind
skimming the ground always adds to the speed of the vehicle on which the tarpaulin is installed
and exponentially amplifies its effects.

WARNING!
DO NOT OPERATE WITH WIND FORCE OVER 6 ON THE BEAUFORT SCALE
(38.5 - 49.7 Km/h).
without a wind gauge, this situation is recognisable by:
large tree branches moving, you can begin to hear the wind whistling
and using an umbrella is difficult.

Changes to the machine

WARNING!
DO NOT PERFORM MODIFICATIONS ON THE MACHINE.
In the event of work performed by unauthorised personnel, the warranty is voided and
the manufacturer is relieved from liability for damage to property and the environment
and injury to persons and animals.
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i

The replacement of components called “spare parts” is not considered a modification.

Areas where the machine cannot be used
•

Land where there might be unexploded war equipment.

•

Closed or semi-closed environments where the dust of materials moved may be harmful to
health.

•

Environments where a fire hazard exists.

•

Environments with vapours deriving from chemical processes.

•

Areas adjacent to nuclear plants.

•

Environments with the characteristics of an “Explosive atmosphere” (explosion hazard)

•

With poor visibility.

•

In environments with dangerous animals (not pets).

•

Noise levels that reduce concentration and cause stress.

•

In environments with a considerable amount of exhaust gases from other machines.

•

In environments where there is an uprising or war.

Storage of the machine.
In the event of long periods of inactivity, the machine must be “stored” in a covered area not accessible to
people not authorised to use it.

''Lifetime'' of the machine
CRAMARO TS s.r.l. builds machines designed to "last over time", but their "lifetime" is subject to the storage
and maintenance carried out by the owner.

Demolition of the machine

ENVIRONMENT!
To protect the environment, please follow the instructions below.
At the end of the machine's life cycle, dismantle it and separate the materials based on their nature. Materials
can be grouped by:
-

construction steel; plastic material,
lubricant oil; lubricant grease; rubber and rubber by-products; paint; etc.

All the components listed above must be sent to bodies that are expressly authorised
to dispose of or recycle them (metal materials can be disposed of as scrap).
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MACHINE HAZARDS AND RESULTING RISKS

Hazard of falling from above or inside the container

NO !

HAZARD DESCRIPTION

Both during use and during routine maintenance operations,
climbing and/or walking on the tarpaulin, either extended or compacted, is
absolutely PROHIBITED

MEASURES ADOPTED TO TRY AND REDUCE THE HAZARD

-

Information and recommendations for the user during the meeting
designed to gain familiarity with the machine, to be provided by the
installer at the time of delivery.

-

Supply of this manual, which reports the presence of the hazard and reports prohibitions and
instructions.

WARNING!
Regardless of the work you are conducting (a stop, extension or unrolling) NO
ONE MUST STAND ON THE TARPAULIN.
The manufacturer declines any responsibility!

INSTRUCTION!
Please contact the manufacturer to solve the problem.
-

Application of a hazard warning.

-

Application of a prohibition sign on the machine.

-

Application of a sign stating that reading and acquiring the content
of the manual is a mandatory requirement before using the
machine for the first time.
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It is hazardous to travel with the sheet hooks not secured to the container

HAZARD DESCRIPTION

NO !

The tarpaulin sheet must be closed behind the container using elastics or hooks
and it is the operator's responsibility to clamp it down or, in any case, to make sure
that it is perfectly secured.
Even a single ''loose'' elastic while driving on the road may ''hook'' onto a person
(bicycles, motorcycles, etc.) generating a hazardous situation for personal health.

You could hook onto someone or any protrusions
present and trigger a seriously hazardous situation..
MEASURES ADOPTED TO TRY AND REDUCE RISKS
-

Information and recommendations for the user during the meeting designed to gain familiarity with the
machine, to be provided by the installer at the time of delivery..

-

Supply of this manual, which reports the presence of the hazard and reports prohibitions and
instructions.

WARNING!
It is forbidden to travel when the sheet is not
clamped to the container with all hooks present.
The manufacturer declines any responsibility!
-

Application of a prohibition sign on the machine.

There is the obligation of reading and acquiring the content of the manual before using the machine for the first time (sign
shown on the machine).

- Hazard generated by the wind THE HAZARD IS DESCRIBED BY THE TITLE
MEASURES ADOPTED TO TRY AND REDUCE THE RISK

-

Information and recommendations for the user
during the meeting designed to gain familiarity with
the machine, to be provided by the installer at the time
of delivery.

-

Supply of this manual, which reports the presence of
the hazard and reports prohibitions and instructions.

NO !

WARNING!
DO NOT OPERATE WITH WIND FORCE OVER 6 ON THE BEAUFORT SCALE
(38.5 - 49.7 Km/h).
without a wind gauge, this situation is recognisable by:
large tree branches moving, you can begin to hear the wind whistling; using an umbrella is
difficult.

The manufacturer declines all responsibility!
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-

There is the obligation of reading and acquiring the content of the manual before using the machine for the first time
(sign shown on the machine).

- Hazard of ice forming on the tarpaulin THE HAZARD IS DESCRIBED BY THE TITLE
MEASURES ADOPTED TO TRY AND REDUCE THE RISK
-

Information and recommendations for the user during the meeting designed to gain familiarity with the machine, to
be provided by the installer at the time of delivery.

-

Supply of this manual, which reports the presence of the hazard and reports prohibitions and instructions.

WARNING!
Do not use the cover if there is a thick layer of ice on the tarpaulin.
Pieces of ice might be projected in unexpected directions and cause injury to
persons or damage to property.
The manufacturer declines any responsibility!

- Hazard of injuring the upper limbs HAZARD DESCRIPTION
Putting your finger or parts of your hand between the gears or the pulling ropes can be extremely dangerous
and cause irreversible damage
MEASURES ADOPTED TO TRY AND REDUCE THE HAZARD
-

Information and recommendations for the user during the meeting designed to gain familiarity
with the machine, to be provided by the installer at the time of delivery.

-

Supply of this manual, which reports the presence of the hazard and reports prohibitions and
instructions.

WARNING!
It is forbidden to insert body parts (fingers in particular) inside the tarpaulin
locking and adjustment devices.
-

Application of a hazard warning.

-

There is the obligation to read and learn the content of the manual before using the machine
for the first time (sign shown on the machine).

Hazard of unloading material when the tarpaulin is unrolled over the container-
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HAZARD DESCRIPTION

Stress and distraction cause everyone to make mistakes.
Lifting the container and unloading the material WHEN THE TARPAULIN IS STRETCHED OVER THE
CONTAINER WILL DEFINITELY DAMAGE THE TARPAULIN ITSELF but any parts that might come off could be
projected in unexpected directions and cause injury to people or damage to property.

NO !

SI !

MEASURES ADOPTED TO TRY AND REDUCE THE HAZARD

-

Information and recommendations for the user during the meeting designed to gain familiarity with the
machine, to be provided by the installer at the time of delivery.

-

Supply of this manual, which reports the presence of the hazard and reports prohibitions and
instructions.

WARNING!
Do not unload material by lifting the container if the tarpaulin is not rolled up at
the front.
There is the obligation of reading and acquiring the content of the manual before using the machine for
the first time (sign shown on the machine).

-

Residual risk
As with any machine, and for this tarpaulin, it is impossible to eliminate at the design stage all the risks
associated with correct use and incorrect use. As a result, it is also impossible for the manufacturer to
provide all the safety systems.
However, the most important factor that guarantees safety is the correct use of the machine by the operators
working on the machine at different times.
Perfect knowledge of accident-prevention standards, methodical use of personal protective devices and a
good amount of common sense help keep the machine in good condition and prevent accidents or
hazardous situations.
However, conditions referred to as “RESIDUAL RISK” may occur due to:
•

Failure to comply with the instructions reported in this manual, which means the manufacturer is relieved
from any responsibility.

•

Imponderable factors for which the manufacturer is relieved from any responsibility.

Some of the main imponderable risk factors:
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•

Natural disasters for which one cannot provide for suitable evacuation routes such as
EARTHQUAKES, FLOODS, WHIRLWINDS, HURRICANES, STRONG WIND, ETC.

•

Sudden fires.

•

Lightning.

•

Toxic gas leaks.

•

Radiation leaks from nuclear areas.

•

Fall of bodies from outer space, such as satellites falling from orbit, meteorites, missiles, etc.

•

Loose war material.

•

Injury to persons, animals or damage to property or the environment caused by persons
responsible for stealing the machine.

•

Injury to persons, animals or damage to property or the environment caused by tampering of the
tarpaulin by rivals in an uprising or war.

WORKING UNDER SAFE CONDITIONS, SERVICES AND DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO
INSTALLERS

Training and support
All retailers and installers of CRAMARO TS tarpaulins are provided with professional training and online support for
any doubts or problems related to assembly.
Installer manual
All machines are delivered with this manual.

WORKING UNDER SAFE CONDITIONS, SERVICES AND DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO END USERS

Training, a session to gain familiarity with the tarpaulin
When the vehicle on which the CRAMARO TS is mounted is delivered, the retailer/installer provides the owner
(or appointed operated) with a session to gain familiarity with the machine and explains user and routine
maintenance procedures.
At this time, also operating instructions and instructions to protect operators' health and the health of
persons operating with them are provided as well.

Delivery of manuals
All tarpaulins installed are delivered with this manual.
When the manual is provided, the user is informed of the presence of the check register inside the manual
and explanations on how it works and is used are given.

Safety signs applied on the tarpaulin
ATTENTION!
The presence of the signs does NOT exempt operators from attending training on how to
use the machine (provided by the employer). Operators must imperatively read the
content of this manual in its entirety.
WHEN YOU SEE THE FIRST SIGNS OF DETERIORATION, CONTACT CRAMARO TS OR
RETAILERS FOR ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT SIGNS.

WARNING!
The employer must not let employees use the machine if the signs are worn,
unreadable or have been removed.
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IT IS ABSOLUTELY PROHIBITED
Activating the cover when maintenance is being performed is absolutely prohibited.
Travelling with the tarpaulin not adequately anchored to the container
via the specific anchoring systems made available by CRAMARO TS
for this purpose is absolutely prohibited
Using the tarpaulin as a means to level the transported
material is absolutely prohibited
Unloading material without having first
completely uncovered the container is absolutely prohibited
Washing the electrical parts (control unit, gearmotor, electrical
contact) with direct jets of water is absolutely prohibited
Greasing or lubricating the traction pulleys and the
metal tarpaulin pulling ropes is absolutely prohibited.
Leaving the operating key in the control unit
when the tarpaulin is not being used is absolutely prohibited
Leaving the emergency button in the “button released” position
on the control unit when the tarpaulin is not being used is absolutely prohibited
(the "on" LED on the control unit must be switched off)
Climbing and walking on the tarpaulin is absolutely prohibited.
Travelling in strong winds is absolutely prohibited
Tampering with the control unit structure in any way is absolutely prohibited;
any tampering will immediately invalidate the warranty.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY OBLIGATORY
To travel with the container completely covered

OK
NO

NO

YES

Periodically check the degree of tension in the tarpaulin
pulling ropes (make sure they are not too taut) to prevent them from
sliding on the front pulleys. Check their superficial state of wear
to find any breakages in the threads making up the ropes (in this case, replace
immediately)
Periodically make sure there are no breakages and/or excessive deformations on the
upper container profiles (on which the tarpaulin slides) as this could hinder
normal tarpaulin movement and cause the sheet, the sheet lifting
PEHD strip and the sliding runners to wear prematurely. Periodically check for
all the automatic tarpaulin anchoring side hooks
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Periodically check the tarpaulin's state of wear, especially in the most highly stressed
points like the front anchoring and the lateral fastening to the bows
Periodically check for the ends of all the bows and the state of
wear of the sliding runners that allow the
tarpaulin to move better
Periodically check the integrity of the sheet lifting PEHD strip inserted
on the sides of the sheet; should it be cut, the sheet would be damaged and tarpaulin
operation during retraction would be compromised (replace it).
Periodically check the cleanliness and proper operation of the electrical contacts
located between the frame and the container
Periodically make sure that the electrical connection cables are not damaged
Periodically wash the tarpaulin to remove any accumulated dirt, which can
damage it over time
Should the tarpaulin be used in particularly cold climates, it is absolutely
necessary to clean ice or snow off the canvas before using the tarpaulin, as these may
compromise the correct operation of the tarpaulin itself.
Periodically check the pulling rope CLAMP TIGHTNESS

DESCRIPTION OF THE TARPAULIN AND ITS POSSIBLE COMPONENTS AND VARIATIONS
The tarpaulin is essentially made up by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A manually, electrically or hydraulically activated mechanical unit that pulls the tarpaulin, to apply to the
front of the container.
A certain number of metal bows that support the tarpaulin sheet.
Two metal ropes that support, guide and make the bows slide along the upper edges of the container on
which the tarpaulin is assembled.
A pulling rope return unit made up by two pulleys equipped with specific support to apply to the rear of
the container.
A P.V.C. sheet with dimensions suitable to the dimensions of the container to cover, which also covers
the rear part of the container.
A certain number of anchoring hooks (that differ based on user preference and the type of tarpaulin
selected) that allow the tarpaulin to be securely connected to the container on which it is assembled.

DIAGRAM OF FULLY EXTENDED TARPAULIN: CLOSED

(CONTAINER COVERED)

FIG 1
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FULLY RETRACTED: OPEN

(CONTAINER UNCOVERED)
FIG 2

MOVEMENT
The CRAMARO tarpaulin mod. CABRIOLE’ can be supplied in two main configurations:
The first has a REAR - ROPE TENSIONING SYSTEM, defined STANDARD
The second has a FRONT - ROPE TENSIONING SYSTEM, defined PRE-ASSEMBLED

1) MANUAL MOVEMENT in its THREE available versions
MS)

MSP) PRE-ASSEMBLED movement

STANDARD movement
WITH ROTATING ROD

WITH ROTATING ROD

FIG 3

FIG 4

REAR rope tensioning FRONT rope tensioning

RAM ) (OPTIONAL) WITH CORNER RETURN
FOLDING CRANK HANDLE

FIG 5
REAR rope tensioning
2) ELECTRIC MOVEMENT

FRONT rope tensioning
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Again, in the two possible configurations, that is, with REAR tensioners or with FRONT tensioners for the pulling
ropes

FIG 6

FIG 7

REAR rope tensioning

FRONT rope tensioning

3) HYDRAULIC MOVEMENT
This type of movement, which is also available in the two possible configurations, that is, with REAR tensioners or
with FRONT tensioners for the pulling ropes, is mainly used
on agricultural vehicles where using pressurised oil to power the various accessories is more
common.

FIG 8
REAR rope tensioning

FRONT rope tensioning

FRONT UNIT MAXIMUM CLEARANCE
365

255

267

179

PE

267

267

157

PI

155

204
174

PM

SE

PE = ELECTRIC Pre-assembled Unit
PI = HYDRAULIC Pre-assembled Unit
PM = MANUAL Pre-assembled Unit

155
155

146

96

SI

SM

SE = ELECTRIC Standard unit
SI = HYDRAULIC Standard unit
SM = MANUAL Standard unit
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-

ROPE TENSIONING SYSTEM -

As previously mentioned, the tarpaulin pulling rope tensioning system can essentially be two types.
REAR via two sliding pulleys assembled on metal plates securely anchored to the rear sides of the container that
return the ropes while, at the same time, giving them the tension necessary to allow the bows to slide properly on the
upper edges of the container.
In this case, the pulling unit has a reduced depth clearance and is used when the available space is minimal
(STANDARD PULLING UNIT)
FIG 9

FRONT the ropes are tensioned by the movement of two pulleys that are integrated in the pulling system supports
(PRE-ASSEMBLED PULLING UNIT). This system is used whenever there is enough space available on the front
part of the container to house it.
FIG 10

COMBINED with QUICK RELEASE the ropes are tensioned by the movement of the two pulleys that are integrated
in the pulling system supports. At the rear, the rope return unit can be REMOVED from the ground using a specific
lever, to free the side door from the ropes when loading and unloading with the side door open
FIG 11
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CABRIOLE’
COMBINED with TENSIONER QUICK RELEASE the ropes are tensioned by the movement of the two pulleys that
are integrated into the REMOVABLE unit, which also works as a QUICK RELEASE and TENSIONER at the same
time, to free the side door from the ropes when loading and unloading with the side door open
FIG 12

NOTE:
For both of these applications, the system is
available both for the RIGHT SIDE of the
container and for the LEFT SIDE
IT MUST NOT BE USED
SIMULTANEOUSLY ON BOTH SIDES
OF THE CONTAINER, OTHERWISE THE
BOWS NO LONGER HAVE ADEQUATE
SUPPORT

- TYPES OF SHEET AVAILABLE The CABRIOLE’ tarpaulin is standard designed with THREE types of sheets that are available to satisfy the most
varied transport needs.
FIG 13

SHEET TYPE - A - : is the so-called BASIC sheet
it is the most commonly used and is suited for vehicles that
transport materials that have no problem
withstanding minor water leaks
The sheet hangs over the side of the container by a few
centimetres, but does not extend laterally.
This type of sheet can be paired with all the
tarpaulin side quick fit systems
and can also be made in the
POLYURETHANE version for heavy use in
transporting hot materials.

-AFIG 14

SHEET TYPE - B - : is the so-called HERMETIC sheet
because it extends down the sides of the container
by about 25 cm.
It is suitable to transport materials that are sensitive to water
and this type of sheet can be paired only with the rope and
elastic tarpaulin side hooking system. It can also be
made in the
POLYURETHANE version for heavy use
in transporting hot materials
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SHEET TYPE - C - : is a middle road between the
HERMETIC sheet and the BASIC sheet, since it extends
down along the sides of the container by about 13cm.
It does not guarantee the water tightness of type B but in
compensation, it is extremely versatile and suitable,
in fact, for transporting a great variety of materials.

FIG 15

Also this type of sheet can be paired with
all the tarpaulin side quick fit systems
and can also be made in the
POLYURETHANE version for heavy use in
transporting hot materials

-

SHEET SUPPORT BOWS -

The bows supporting and anchoring the tarpaulin sheet to the container are made from curved pre-galvanised metal
pipes using specific automatic machines that guarantee a high dimensional standard and are completely hot-dip
galvanised.
On request, you can order bows in AISI 304 STAINLESS steel along with all the nuts and bolts needed to install
them and put them in service on the vehicle.
The STANDARD dimensions vary in width from 2000mm to 2650mm with 10mm increments
The STANDARD dimensions vary in height (measured at bow centre) from 200mm to 500 mm.
In very special cases, we can also make bows with
GREATER or SMALLER widths and heights , but only after careful analysis by the technical department.

200 - 500
mm

FIG 16

At the ends of the bows, there are both the
lower runners that help the bow to slide on
the sides of the container and the sliding
pins and rope guide (the pins can be taken
out for quick bow replacement)

E

2000 - 2650 mm
FIG 17

1 - Sliding runner
2 - Bow end in steel
3 - Lower portion rope sliding pin
4 - Upper portion rope sliding pin
5 - Sheet holding increased washer
6 - Element fastening self-locking nut

part. E
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- SIDE SECURING DIAGRAM WITH QUICK FIT HOOKS The tarpaulin sheet lateral securing is entrusted to a series of elements that automatically activate when the
tarpaulin is moved.
Depending on customer preference, but especially on the TYPE of sheet used and how the vehicle is mainly used,
different automatic sheet hooking systems can be used.
FIG 18

The number of hooks provided is determined by the length of the container to cover
and by the location in which the tarpaulin is intended to be used
CROCHET quick fit hooks
These are hooks with different lengths
and they are equipped with specific slots to secure with steel rivets
on the sides of the container where the hook anchors itself
to the extended tarpaulin (covered container)
FIG 19

BAYONET quick fit hooks
These are hooks with different lengths
and they are equipped with specific slots to secure with steel rivets
on the sides of the container where the hook anchors itself
to the extended tarpaulin (covered container)

OSCILLATING quick fit hooks
FIG 20

These are hooks with the same lengths
and they are equipped with specific CONTINUOUS anchoring profiles
to secure on the sides of the container where the hook
is always anchored, both with the tarpaulin extended (covered container)
and with the tarpaulin retracted (uncovered container)
this type of hook is used mainly when the tarpaulin works in particularly
windy areas and
on containers with moderate "WARPING"
of the sideboards when the vehicle is loaded

FIG 21

HORIZONTAL WHEEL quick fit hooks
These are hooks with the same lengths
and they are equipped with specific anchoring profiles
to secure to the sides of the container with steel rivets where the
hook anchors itself.

A

A) SEPARATE PROFILES
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CUSTOMISATION

FIG 21 / pers

IN-GROOVE HORIZONTAL WHEEL quick fit hooks

in some applications where the customer creates a customised order,
the hooks slide in a groove on the side of the upper
side profile of the container

VERTICAL ROLLER quick fit hooks
FIG 22

These are hooks supplied in a series of multiple parts.
Based on the length of the container, with equal lengths,
they are equipped with specific CONTINUOUS anchoring profiles
to secure on the sides of the container where the hook
is always anchored, both with the tarpaulin extended (covered container)
and with the tarpaulin retracted (uncovered container)
this type of hook is mainly used
in particularly windy areas as the hook is always
anchored to the side profile.

- SHEET AND ANCHORING HOOK COUPLING SHEET -

TYPE A -

For sheet type – A –, there is the possibility of
using the entire series of
AUTOMATIC activation HOOKS

FIG 23

Furthermore, a series of additional anchors is
supplied with the tarpaulin that guarantee
complete safety even in prohibitive usage
conditions

F = safety rope
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SHEET -

TYPE B -

FIG 24

For sheet type - B -instead,
NO type of AUTOMATIC activation
HOOK can be used
as the length of the side layer of the sheet
would get tangled in the anchors of the hooks,
compromising proper tarpaulin operation
and the integrity of the sheet.
For this type of sheet, only lateral anchoring via ropes
and elastics is possible, secured to the lower edge of
the sheet on one side and to specific hooks secured to
the container on the other.

A = Anchoring rope
SHEET - TYPE C FIG 25

Also for sheet type -- C there is the possibility of using the entire series of AUTOMATIC
activation HOOKS
A series of additional brackets applied over the sheets
ensures improved retractions, always keeping the tarpaulin
in the best operating conditions

F = Safety rope
THEY MUST ONLY BE USED IN THE EVENT OF
STRONG WIND

-CLOSURE OF TARPAULIN IN THE REAR PARTAt the rear, the tarpaulin may have different closing systems that basically depend on the type of rear door on the
container and on the user's preference.
SIMPLE TAIL CLOSURE
FIG 26

- Provides that the rear section of the tarpaulin manually extends
until the rear door of the container is partially covered and is
hooked by means of ropes with elastic end to some hooks
secured to the door itself
It can be kept rolled-up and blocked to the last bow by means of
appropriate belts secured to the
upper part of the sheet
Once the container has been covered, extract the rear section of
the tarpaulin (the part on the rear unloading door) and hook the
rear elastic tie rods to the specific hooks (cobra) secured to the
container
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CLOSURE WITH SPRING TAIL
Used mainly for containers that have
FIG 27
a HYDRAULIC-activated rear door and, as such,
have a part of the sideboards that lift up
along with the rear door
In these cases, the tarpaulin cannot reach far enough back
to completely cover the container
and, therefore, the TAIL WITH SPRING can be used
Some steel FLAT SPRINGS inserted in an internal pocket
of the sheet allow it to roll up and uncover the opening.
Once the container has been covered, extract the rear
section of the
tarpaulin (the part on the rear unloading door) and
hook the rear elastic tie rods to the specific hooks
(cobra) secured to the container
CLOSURE WITH AUTOMATIC FLAP
This type of REAR CLOSURE uses and AUTOMATIC lifting system to lift the last section of the sheet. The LIFT LOWER movement is directly activated by moving the last tarpaulin bow
There can be TWO different types of FLAPS
- DOUBLE BOW FLAP FIG 28
Made with two bows that are distanced and welded
guarantees good sliding stability and can
cover an empty space between the last bow and the door equal to
about 410mm.
In OPENING, the action of two TRACTION SPRINGS
positioned on the sides of the last bow allows the section
of the sheet covering the door to be lifted immediately. In
CLOSURE, instead, the action of two small CHAINS
anchored on one side to the side arms of the flap
itself and, on the other, to the next to last tarpaulin
bow allows the arms to lower just as quickly and,
therefore, the
section of the sheet covering the door to be closed.

- SINGLE BOW FLAP -

to each other, it

FIG 29

Made with a single bow, secured, however, to two shaped
plates
at the base, it also
guarantees good sliding stability
and can cover a space
of about 430mm and a
MAXIMUM of about 590mm.

430
MAX
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The two side arms are made in two elements that are overlapped and bolted together; as such, their length can
vary to adapt to the actual conditions of the sheet length to install.
Once the container has been covered, simply proceed in hooking (for safety) the rear elastic tie rods to the specific
hooks (cobra) secured to the container

- VARIATIONS AND OPTIONALS For special applications, CRAMARO TS also has specific applications that are already ready to be put into service
with minimal, or even no, interventions on the container in question.

PRE-ASSEMBLED FRONT UNITS INTEGRATED IN ADAPTABLE CAB-SHIELDS
For the containers of some companies, there are both MANUAL and ELECTRIC front pulling units available, which
are already pre-assembled in a specific PROFILE that pairs perfectly with the front profile of the container.
FIG 30

MANUAL VERSION

FIG 31

ELECTRIC VERSION

Often, there are situations in which there is a TOTAL LACK of FRONT CAB-SHIELD and the presence of a
container lifting cylinder, which is taller than both the sideboards and the front upper profile of the container.
it is for these cases that CRAMARO TS has
developed and put into production a series of COMPOSITE CAB-SHIELDS, adaptable to all the widths of
containers on the market and with the central section in TUNNEL form, so that the lifting cylinder can remain
completely covered or move freely without interfering with the cab-shield.
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In this case, either the ELECTRIC or MANUAL pulling unit is secured
directly to the front sideboard of the container, allowing the connection shaft to pass
between the RIGHT pulling pulley and the LEFT pulling pulley behind the cylinder itself, in a
position that does not interfere with it.

CURVED CAB-SHIELD

FIG 32

ELECTRIC VERSION

FIG 33

MANUAL VERSION

In other cases, the lifting cylinder is below the front level of the container; however, the container has NO CABSHIELD and, therefore, once retracted, the tarpaulin would obstruct the container loading zone.
In this case, CRAMARO TS has developed and put into production a series of COMPOSITE CAB-SHIELDS,
adaptable to all the widths of containers on the market and with a FLAT central section
These elements are also made in hot-dip galvanised, folded sheet metal and house MANUAL or ELECTRIC
PULLING UNITS already fastened inside them.
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FLAT CAB-SHIELD
ELECTRIC VERSION
FIG 34

MANUAL VERSION

FIG 35
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ASSEMBLING THE TARPAULIN WITH ITS COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES

- GENERAL NOTES The CRAMARO tarpaulin mod. CABRIOLE’ is easily assembled, as long as some simple rules contained in this
manual are followed:
Obviously, not all containers are the same and, as such, assembly cannot be the same.

Before assembling the tarpaulin, you must:
MAKE SURE that the tarpaulin activation rope pulling front units,
once assembled, NEVER INTERFERE
with any part of the vehicle due to oscillating parts
In the event of tarpaulin assembly on a semi-trailer, WHETHER THE CAB-SHIELD NEEDS TO BE MADE OR THE
PULLING UNIT ONLY NEEDS TO BE APPLIED TO AN EXISTING CAB-SHIELD, carefully MAKE SURE that the
most external pulleys of the pulling front unit NEVER INTERFERE with the vehicle cab when rotating the semitrailer with respect to the tractor.
The reference measurement taken from the centre of the LOWER pin anchoring the semi-trailer to the tractor
(SLEWING PIN) must NEVER exceed 2040mm
as shown in the example figure

Max
2040 mm

Max
2040 mm

FIG 36

L

FIG 37

L1

FRONT UNIT MAXIMUM

CLEARANCE

365

255

267

179

PE

267

267

157

PI

155

204
174

PM

SE

PE = ELECTRIC Pre-assembled Unit
PI = HYDRAULIC Pre-assembled Unit
PM = MANUAL Pre-assembled Unit

155
155

146

96

SI

SM

SE = ELECTRIC Standard unit
SI = HYDRAULIC Standard unit
SM = MANUAL Standard unit
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Carefully CHECK the linearity of the upper container profiles; they must not show significant deformations,
protruding elements or hooks or, even worse, uneven levels that do not allow the bows to slide cleanly over the
entire length of the container.
In the front area where the rope pulling system will be applied, there must not be elements that make it difficult
to align and secure the unit supports.
Otherwise, you must remove or level the parts that do not allow the unit to be assembled properly.
FIG 38

ASSEMBLY ON RAISED CAB-SHIELD
Should the cab-shield be higher than the side edges,
you must proceed in one of two possible ways:

1 - REMOVE THE RAISED CAB-SHIELD and replace it with a FLAT CAB-SHIELD that allows for the
pulling system to be applied in such a position as to permit the tarpaulin to slide over the entire length of the
container, but ESPECIALLY to FULLY RETRACT on the cab-shield WITHOUT OCCUPYING PART OF THE
OPENING INTENDED FOR LOADING

Option 1 - when the front unit clearance DOES NOT EXCEED 2040mm FROM THE CENTRE OF THE
SLEWING PIN
FIG 39

vc
CC

P
P

P
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Option 2 - when the front unit clearance EXCEEDS 2040mm FROM THE CENTRE OF THE SLEWING
RING
FIG 40

vc

P
P

P

2 - KEEP THE RAISED CAB-SHIELD and apply the pulling unit beneath the cab-shield itself (IF
POSSIBLE) and a series of pulleys on the sides of it to position the ropes that support the tarpaulin bows at the
proper height to allow them to slide.
The main defect of this system is that once the tarpaulin is retracted, it MUST occupy part of the vehicle
loading opening and can be damaged by the mechanical blade during loading.
FIG 41

vc
CC

P
P

P

Proper
tarpaulin
assembly must be done following the operating instructions contained in this manual, following the procedure
requiring four successive working phases:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Assembling the entire mechanical part (manual, electric or hydraulic of the system)
Preparing, Positioning and assembling the tarpaulin sheet
Assembling the side and rear anchoring elastic cords
Adjusting, Calibrating and Finishing
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ASSEMBLING THE MECHANICAL PART
- FRONT MOVEMENT UNIT As we have seen, the FRONT PULLING UNIT must be applied to the front of the container, precisely on the
front façade of the cab-shield.
The activation system can be MANUAL, ELECTRIC or HYDRAULIC and the assembly of these three versions
is exactly the same
The pulling mechanism is normally assembled on the LEFT of the cab-shield
(DRIVER SIDE) so that, especially in the MANUAL version, the Drive crank is near the driver door for easy
use as soon as he descends from the vehicle
1. After having carefully checked the width of the bows supplied in the tarpaulin assembly kit (THE
MEASUREMENT TO CONSIDER IS THAT CONCERNING THE CENTRE OF THE PINS WHERE THE BOW
SLIDING ROPES ARE INSERTED), position the pulling front unit on the front façade of the container and, making
sure that the upper edge of the front pulleys is higher than the side edge of the container by about 20mm and
that the side pulleys protrude from the side edges of the container both on the right and left side by the same
measurement as the bow plus (about 12mm) - FIG. 43

N.B. THE FIGURES SHOW SYSTEM ASSEMBLY IN ITS MANUAL CONFIGURATION, BUT THE
ASSEMBLY OF THE OTHER SYSTEMS IS EXACTLY THE SAME
2. Before securing them, make sure that all the shaft supports are aligned with one another, as any misalignments
make movement difficult and can cause irreparable damage to the tarpaulin pulling mechanism.

FIG 42

LA = LP

LA = LP
LP = LC + 12+12 mm

20

20

>> LC <<

>> LC <<
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LC

20

20

12 mm

20

FIG 43
LC

12 mm

FIG 44

3. Then, secure the entire unit to the cab-shield profile, welding it
or securing it with through screws, making sure that the
upper edge of the pulling pulleys is the same on both
sides of the container.
Respecting the set measurements of the bows, once the tarpaulin is assembled,
they must look like this.

FIG 45

PRM

STD

4. Bolt down the two shaped
plates that function as bow-stops near
the front pulling unit

FIG 46

N.B. In the versions with lower cable inside the profile, the front pulleys must be positioned slightly more internally
than the container sides (check the distance between the supplied bow pin centres).
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- REAR RETURN OR TENSIONING UNIT As mentioned in the section describing the CABRIOLE’ tarpaulin system, in order to do their job, the bow pulling
ropes must be tensioned so as to support and guide the tarpaulin as it moves along the upper edges of the container.
The rope tensioning system can be POSTERIOR, in which case, specific plates with a Ø 100 mm pulley are
supplied. The pulley can slide toward the rear side of the container, tensioning the ropes applied to it.
These plates must be secured to the rear side of the container, either by welding or bolting them.
In all the available versions, what must absolutely be respected is that, like for the front, the upper part of the pulleys
requires positioning higher by about 10mm than the side edges of the container (where the tarpaulin bows slide)

FIG 47

Applied in nearly all cases
By rotating the screw located at
the centre of the plate, the ropes are more than
adequately
tensioned without interfering
with the rear opening of the
unloading door

10

20

STANDARD REAR TENSIONER

FIG 50
FRONT TENSIONER ON
PRE-ASSEMBLED UNIT

10

20

FIG 49

FIG 48
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10

This version is usually applied to
all containers that require being able to
remove the rope in order to open the sideboards laterally
when loading and/or
unloading material from the container.

20

REAR TENSIONER WITH INTEGRATED
ROPE RELEASE

CABRIOLE’
IMPORTANT NOTE : The two rear pulleys can also be at different distances from the end of the container; in this
case, two final parallel bow-stop plates must be secured so that the last bow cannot slant when the tarpaulin is fully
extended.

- ASSEMBLING THE ROTATING ROD (Manual versions) First of all, before welding
the shaft to the gimbal, you must cut
the rod so that the ROTATING HEIGHT
of the handles, WHEN THE ROD IS ASSEMBLED
ON THE VEHICLE, is approximately
AT THE HEIGHT OF THE OPERATOR'S SHOULDER
and, at the same time, does not interfere with other parts
of the vehicle
(basically, it must not be too long)

FIG 51

4
3
2

3

1

2

5
FIG 52

4

1

ROD STOP ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM

The rotating rod is essentially made up by five parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A rod with plastic handles.
A gimbal to weld to the rod.
An M8 grub screw to lock the gimbal onto the shaft exiting the reducer..
A key to insert on the reducer shaft
A rod stop in (FE) or (AL) to apply to the front part of the container, including a pin and chain to lock the end of
the rod (to weld or bolt)

Once you have carefully evaluated the length that the activation handle on the vehicle must have, you must proceed
as follows:
Cut the rod pipe to the pre-defined length (1)
Insert the rod (1) into the gimbal (2) from the side opposite where there is the slot for the key and weld the two
components.
Connect the prepared rod to the reducer, inserting the supplied key (4) and lock the elements with the specific M8
grub screw (screw without head) (3)
Assemble and secure the crank handle, position the rod stop (5) in the front part of the container, making sure,
before welding or bolting it, that it houses the crank handle rod well in the rest position, both with the tarpaulin
extended and with it retracted
Insert the snap pin that locks the rod in place (5)
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- ASSEMBLING THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM (Electric version) In the electric or hydraulic versions, the MOTOR is already assembled along with the other front pulling unit
elements. To complete the assembly, simply electrically connect the motor to the control unit.
The control unit, contacts and everything that is needed for the connections is in the assembly kit; this is the most
COMPLICATED part of the assembly itself.
Therefore, pay special ATTENTION to the assembly sequence of the different parts to reach a good final
result.
The control unit can be assembled either externally on one side of the vehicle via the specific supplied plate
(tractor or semi-trailer) or it can be assembled inside the cab of the vehicle (tractor for semi-trailers). For this option,
you must make the request when ordering in order to arrange all the necessary items.
FIG 53

There are TWO different types of control units available: a STANDARD one (the most common) and a special control
unit, defined FULL OPTIONAL, that, in addition to normal tarpaulin opening and closing operations, also allows you
to control other mechanisms that can be supplied along with the conventional tarpaulin system.
The ELECTRICAL system to connect and control the CABRIOLE’ tarpaulin is quite simple and can be summarised in
a simple diagram
BASIC ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

FIG 54

5

1) 24V BATTERY of the vehicle (semi-trailer tractor)
2) QUICK FIT PINS for BATTERY - TARPAULIN connection
3) CONTROL UNIT
4) SAFETY CONTACTS
(ANTI-accidental opening when the container is lifted)
5) ELECTRIC MOTOR of the tarpaulin
6) 80A FUSE

A
1

4

+

-+
BATT

PART. -A-

2
FUSE 6

2
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CABRIOLE’

STD. CONTROL UNIT CODE 4WCE4C03031A
CONNECTION DIAGRAM
TO THE MOTOR
FIG 55

3

1) CONTROL UNIT
2) BATTERY FEED CONNECTOR
3) ELECTRICAL CONTACT UNIT

2

1

TO THE
CONTROL
UNIT

CONTROL UNIT ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
The control unit has 4 connection elements
2 for the motor and 2 for the battery
The connection must be carried out with two
electric cables, one of which is directed to the tarpaulin
motor,
while the other, to the power supply circuit.
Both cables are clamped by cable glands inside
a plastic boss equipped with waterproof gasket.

FIG 56

M+

M-

B-

B+

CONNECTION DIAGRAM
Staple the FASTON cables with eyelet
on the cables on which
the insulation has been removed beforehand.
Feed the cables through the cable glands and the holes
in the control unit plastic boss
Then insert the FASTONS on the related control unit pins
as shown in the figure and tighten the nuts.
Secure the plastic boss to the body of the
control unit with the 4 screws supplied and
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CABRIOLE’
tighten the CABLE GLANDS

- 12 V -

- 24 V -

The control unit contains the following:
1 red “ MUSHROOM-SHAPED “ control panel emergency and activation button
( with REMOVABLE keys )
2 ) Knob to open the door that protects the control panel
3 Boss to protect electrical connections
Inside the cover of the control unit, instead, the control panel
contains the following :
4 Red warning light, on when the tarpaulin is moving
5 80 A fuse
6 Spring-loaded operating switch:
7 Identification plate for the
control unit featuring the SERIAL NUMBER (to be reported to Customer
Service).
8 Plate with WARNINGS FOR USE, indicating all the most important provisions to use the
tarpaulin

INTERNAL VIEW OF THE CONTROL PANEL
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¤ - OPENING

- ¤

DETAIL OF
INTERNAL

-

CLOSING –

THE
PLATES

N.B. The new control unit code 4WCE4C03031A only works with the new
Transmitter code

TRANSMITTER CODE

405330211220

405330211220
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CABRIOLE’
The remote control, like the previous ones, contains a CR 2032 button BATTERY
however, it differs from the previous remote controls in the series as it has additional functions that allow you to
control the tarpaulin electrical system even before having finished fully assembling it
TEST FUNCTION
The test function is useful to verify and diagnose the operation of the control unit and the correct connection of
the wiring during installation, even with the motor still disconnected.
After having connected the battery with the control unit, carried out the new remote control learning operation
and entered the test function, you can test system operation by selecting the tarpaulin opening or closing
button (or selector); if the red indicator light, located inside the control unit cover, is on, it means that the
control unit and all the wiring is functional and correct.

For the control unit to be made active and operative, it is MANDATORY to switch off and on
by pressing the (red) mushroom-shaped emergency button.
The procedure to perform this kind of test is as follows:
1. Press the (red) mushroom-shaped emergency button to switch the device off and wait at least 1
second
2. Release the (red) mushroom-shaped emergency button to switch the device on again
3. Within 3 seconds after start-up,, press buttons A and D on the remote control simultaneously until
the control unit LED lights up for about 100 ms (wait for about 10 s).
This means that the control unit has entered the learning mode.
4. Release buttons A and D on the remote control and wait at least 1 second; within 10 seconds, in the
control unit learning mode, activate the test function.
5. Activate the test function as follows: press and hold button D on the remote control until the control
unit LED is activated (wait for about 10 s) with two consecutive pulses of about 100 ms to indicate
that the control unit has successfully performed the function and exited the learning mode
6. Select the cover opening or closing button (or selector) to verify operation.
If the red LED inside the cover is on, the control unit is running.
7. Switch the control unit off and on to make it active and operative by pressing the (red)
mushroom-shaped emergency button.
In the learning mode, the control unit can only perform one function at a time.
The test function cannot be enabled unless the remote control code is first saved.
Once you enter the learning mode, the control unit will wait 10 seconds for a function to be executed
(learning-test-deletion).
If no action is launched, once the 10 seconds elapse, the control unit LED is activated with two
consecutive pulses of about 100 ms and the control unit will automatically exit the learning mode.
When the control unit exits the learning mode, it is automatically operational.

Identify the new control unit CODE 4WCE4C03031A by looking at the label inside the cover.
The serial number is written in the lower left part and only a barcode is present compared to
the previous version

NEW
LABEL
OLD
LABEL
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NOTE: The learning procedures of the control unit are the same both for the 2-button remote
control
and for the 4-button remote control.

- FULL OPTIONAL CONTROL UNIT CODE 4WCE4C03032A The controller unit called "FULL OPTIONAL" integrates the STD with the following additional commands:
-

PARTIAL OPENING (timed)
CONTROL IN CABIN
PARTIAL OPENING + CABIN CONTROL
CONTROL FOR VIBRATOR

NOTE : The FULL OPTIONAL control unit is only available with the 24V version
CONNECTION PIN DIAGRAM
FIG 58

M
B
CC
AP

M

=
=
=
=

motor
battery
cabin control
opening control
Partial
AUX = vibrator control

M

AUX

B-

B+

AP
CC CC

With the FULL OPTIONAL control unit, you will use the specific 4-button

remote control
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The diagrams to connect the electrical motorisation with the control unit and the vehicle battery can all
basically be traced back to the examples shown below.
FIG 60

STD CONNECTION
FOR TRACTOR

M

MOTOR

+

-

M-

M+

MOTOR

MOTOR

B-

BATTERY

B+

+

BATTERY

24 V dc
FUSE

M+

M-

B-

B+

FIG 61

M

STD CONNECTION
FOR SEMI-TRAILER

MOTOR

+

-

M-

M+

MOTOR

MOTOR

B-

BATTERY

B+

FUSE

BATTERY

+

24 V dc

3

40

B+

10

1

F

E

70 80

5

IC

50 60

20 30

4

1/2

normally open and with positive
connected to power supply
(for example, on the dashboard)

B-

FIG 62

2

IC = switch in cab,

M-

M

90

CONTROL CONNECTION
IN CAB FOR TRACTOR

M+

MOTOR

2

2 x 2 mm

M-

M+
+ MOTOR

-

M

MOTOR

B-

BATTERY

B+
BATTERY

M

+

B-

FUSE

B+

24 V dc
2

2 x 2 mm

CC CC
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FIG 63
2
2

3

10

1

F

M

70 80

5
1/2
E

50 60

40

4

20 30

2 x 2 mm

90

CONNECTION FOR
CONTROL
IN CAB FOR SEMI-TRAILER

MOTOR

IC
+

-

M+

MOTOR

B-

MB+

2

2 x 2 mm

M

MOTOR

BATTERY

BATTERY

M

+

FUSE

IC = switch in cab,
normally open and with positive
connected to the power supply
(for example, on the dashboard)

CC

24 V dc

B-

CC

B+

2

2 x 2 mm

CC CC

FIG 64
2
3

40

4

10

1

F

E

70 80

1/2

50 60

20 30

2

5

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
FOR PARTIAL OPENING
(TIMED 7s)

M

90

1 x 1 mm

MOTOR

IC
+

IC = control from PTOs

-

with positive connected to
power supply
(for example, on the dashboard)

M+
MOTOR

M-

B-

MOTOR

M

BATTERY

B+

BATTERY

+

+

FUSE

24 V dc

B-

AP

AP

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
FOR VIBRATION CONTROL

M

B+

+

FIG 65

M

THE RELAY (REL) to use for
the vibrator control is the E T106A2 model
marketed by the RAVIOLI company
To use the VIBRATOR CONTROL,
you must use the
4-button transmitter

MOTOR

REL
2

1 x 1 mm

-

+

M+
MOTOR

-

M-

MOTOR

BBATTERY

B+

FUSE

24 V dc

BATTERY

AUX

-

+

M
AUX

B-
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CABRIOLE’

4-BUTTON TRANSMITTER KEY functions

A: tarpaulin activation - OPENING
function
B : tarpaulin activation - CLOSING
function
C: VIBRATOR
controlled activation
D: tarpaulin activation - CLOSING
function
(same function as key B)

ADDITIONAL REMOTE CONTROL
(OPTIONAL)
Should you wish to have several REMOTE CONTROLS
to allow several operators to always have their own on
hand, you can also purchase them separately.
In order to be able to use the additional remote
control(s), the control unit must be properly configured
to recognise the signals of the additional remote
controls.
The control unit can be paired with up to 5 remote
controls.
When pairing an additional remote control, the
configuration inside of it related to the previous
configuration is deleted and the new remote control acquires the configuration of the control unit to
which it has been paired
below are the operations to follow to recognise and memorise one or more remote controls.

REMOTE CONTROL LEARNING
Proceed as follows to recognise and save a new remote control:
1. Press the (red) mushroom-shaped emergency button) to switch the device off and wait at least 1
second
2. Release the (red) mushroom-shaped emergency button to switch the device on again
3. Within 3 seconds after start-up, press buttons A and D on the remote control simultaneously (
until the control unit )LED lights up for about 100 ms (wait for about 3 s).
This means that the control unit has entered the learning mode.
4. Release buttons A and D of the remote control and wait at least 1 second;;
within 10 seconds, in the control unit learning mode, activate the save function of the remote
control.
5. Saving the remote control code:
hold down button A on the remote control until (you need to wait about 3 seconds) the control
unit indicator light activates with two consecutive impulses of about 100ms to indicate that the
control unit has correctly carried out the learning function and has exited this mode.
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Repeat the steps above to recognise and save a new remote control.

IMPORTANT NOTE: You can only add one remote control at a time.

DELETING THE CONTROL UNIT MEMORY
The control unit's memory, used to recognise the remote controls, can be erased at any time.
Proceed as follows to erase the control unit's memory:
1. Press the (red) mushroom-shaped emergency button to switch the device off and wait at
least 1 second
2. Release the (red) mushroom-shaped emergency button to switch the device on again
3. Within 3 seconds after start-up, press buttons A and D on the remote control simultaneously
until the control unit LED lights up for about 100 ms (wait for about 3 s). This means that the
control unit has entered the learning mode.
4. Release buttons A and D of the remote control and wait at least 1 second;
within 10 seconds, in the control unit learning mode, activate the code delete function.
5. Deleting codes from the memory: press and hold buttons A and D on the remote control
simultaneously until the control unit LED is activated (wait for about 3 s) with two
consecutive pulses of about 100 ms to indicate that the control unit has successfully
performed the function and exited the learning mode.

REPLACING THE REMOTE CONTROL BATTERY
To replace the battery, you must open the remote control by removing the fastening screws on the back
with a screwdriver, gently extract the battery to be replaced and, being careful not to dirty it with grease
or anything else, replace it with a new one, then carefully close the body of the remote control.
The battery model used to operate both the TWO and FOUR button remote controls is
Coin model type CR 2032

N.B. THE FIXED DOOR ON THE BACK OF THE CONTROL UNIT MUST ABSOLUTELY NOT BE
OPENED. OPENING IT IMMEDIATELY VOIDS THE WARRANTY OF THE CONTROL UNIT ITSELF

- ASSEMBLING THE SHEET AND ACCESSORIES Normally, the tarpaulin is supplied PRE-ASSEMBLED, that is, with the bows already inserted into the
sheet and with the various side anchoring elements already assembled and ready to be installed on the
container.
The first thing to do as soon as you have carefully removed the SHEET PACKAGE from the box is to
make sure that everything is in order and that the pulling ropes are not tangled with each other (usually
they are individually rolled up and taped) and that the package of sheet
and
FIG 68
bows is still securely tied.

Flip over the sheet package and lift it with a suitable mechanical means
(forklift, etc.).
Being careful of where the front and back are
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(the front of the sheet is smooth, while the back has
metal eyelets to anchor the "TAIL"
to the rear door of the container), position it on the edges
of the container almost in proximity to the front cab-shield of the container,
at this point of the assembly, you must install the
pulling ropes, an essential operation requiring
the utmost attention.

- ASSEMBLING THE SIDE PULLING ROPES 1. Thread the loose ends of the side ropes coming out of the bow package under the front inclined brackets, then on
the front pulleys (the large Ø 180 mm ones), then on the tensioning pulleys (the small Ø 60 mm ones) that are
secured to the external front supports of the pulling unit (in the event of a kit with rear tensioning system, go
directly to the next point).
2. Thread the side ropes on the rear pulleys (the medium Ø 100 mm ones) and then through the rear safety
rings.

Once this step has been completed,
you must proceed with JOINING THE
ENDS OF THE ROPES, which must be done
at the last tarpaulin bow,
whether it is a single bow or the
single bow or double bow
rear flap bow.

FIG 69

The ropes must be joined
with care, PRE-TENSIONING them by hand, paying
special attention not to twist or damage them,
even before having finished assembling them.
The clamps must be positioned in the quantity of two in the
back
at the last bow and one in the front at the last bow.
To improve the stability of the pulling bow and to better house and keep the rope union at the support on the plastic
runner of the last bow, you must also insert a metal bracket, as shown in the figure, which fulfils these
functions.

N.B. IF YOU USE AN ELECTRIC OR PNEUMATIC SCREWDRIVER TO TIGHTEN THE SCREWS,
YOU MUST ABSOLUTELY TIGHTEN THE LAST PART OF THE THREAD BY HAND

ATTENTION: Before completely tightening the terminals, manually tension the rope as much as possible.
FIG 70

ROPE-LOCKING CLAMPS

1

1

ROPE-LOCKING CLAMP DETAIL
1) Last sliding bow
2) FRONT rope-locking clamp with nuts
facing the outside of the container
3) REAR rope-locking clamps with nuts facing the outside
of the container

2
3

Once you have JOINED the ropes,
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FIG 4

tension them slightly using the specific
tie rods located in the FRONT or REAR
At this point, bring the tarpaulin up to the stopping point
on the front inclined bracket so that
all the bows are perfectly aligned.

Holding the front part of the tarpaulin still,
extend it, activating the movement with caution, until the LAST BOW is about 40mm from the rear stopping point

FIG 3

40

(ATTENTION: IT IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE

DISTANCE TO BE THE SAME ON BOTH SIDES)

40

Two equal SPACERS could be used,
positioned between the last bow and the last stopping point.

At this point, gripping the FRONT side sections
of the sheet and pulling them towards the front edge
of the cab-shield (front of the container),
SECURE the PEHD STRIP to the front inclined bracket
on both sides of the tarpaulin
FIG 71-3

Once the PEHD STRIP is secured to the front brackets,
gently pull the front part of the sheet
until it rests on the front edge of the cab-shield,
then position the pre-drilled strip on the front edge
of the cab-shield and make holes, using the pre-drilled strip
as a template.
Once the holes have been made on the cab-shield, pull the front part of the sheet
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CABRIOLE’

and secure it to the cab-shield with the pre-drilled strip and rivets.

- SECURING THE FRONT OF THE SHEET -

Securing the FRONT of the sheet is slightly different depending on the TYPE of sheet chosen. The difference
is shown in the following figures, which highlight the different applications of the SHEET HOLDING FRONT
STRIP.

SHEET TYPE – A

FIG 72

The sheet must be secured to the inclined bracket only in its
upper section, where the plastic strip inserted into the
sheet itself is also secured during pre-assembly. (PEHD
STRIP)

SHEET TYPE -B
FIG 73

The sheet must be secured to the inclined
bracket only in its
upper side section, where the plastic strip
inserted into the sheet itself is also secured
during pre-assembly. (PEHD STRIP)

SHEET TYPE -C
FIG 74

The sheet must be secured to the inclined
bracket only in its upper side section, where the plastic strip
inserted into the sheet itself is also secured
during pre-assembly. (PEHD STRIP)

DETAIL FOR Sheet TYPE - C-
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The metal rope inserted in the lower side pocket of the tarpaulin sheet must also be hooked to the inclined bracket;
FIG 75
said rope makes sure the sheet extends and
remains well-extended when using the vehicle.
The assembly detail of this element allows you to
understand how it must be properly
positioned and secured on the CAB-SHIELD near
the front pulling pulley and how the side rope coming out of the lower
side edge of the sheet
must be secured
FIG 76

Again for sheet TYPE - C, like for the front, an
inclined BRACKET is to be applied
on the last tarpaulin bow (both sides), which
allows the metal rope inserted in the lower pocket
of the tarpaulin side strip to be hooked

2

2

FIG 77

1
1) LAST TARPAULIN BOW

2

2) SHEET TENSIONER CORD
INCLINED ANCHORING BRACKET
(both in front and back)

2

• Insert the thimble in the specific slot on the sheet guide

ROPE THIMBLE

FRONT INCLINED BRACKET REAR INCLINED
BRACKET
ON LAST BOW
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• After having fully extended the tarpaulin, secure the cord, threading it through the
thimbles with the supplied clamp (see figure).
The cord must be slightly less tensioned compared to the sheet tensioning, making
sure that the thimble does not turn under the bracket.

-

ASSEMBLING SHEET LOCKING SIDE HOOKS -

As previously mentioned, the CABRIOLE’ tarpaulin is supplied already pre-assembled in the factory; as such, it
already has all the accessories ordered by the final user incorporated.
Therefore, the tarpaulin normally has the entire series of AUTOMATIC anchoring HOOKS already assembled in
the necessary positions and quantities, which ensure the tarpaulin works perfectly in all conditions of use
Once the tarpaulin has been extended and secured in the front, you must position and secure the various anchoring
systems provided for the supplied tarpaulin hooks along the sides of the container.
There can be different types of quick fit hooks and the assembly of each one requires some minor precautions to
guarantee their proper, constant good operation.
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- CROCHET HOOKS Being simple and reliable, they are the most commonly used; they are normally assembled

3 pairs per side - 2 short, 2 medium and 2 long, but the actual quantity of the hooks supplied in the kits
is determined by the length of the container and by the place in which the tarpaulin is intended to be used
ATTENTION: leave approximately 10mm of space between the hook and the slot to prevent the hooks from
getting stuck when opening and/or closing the tarpaulin
HOOK DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
FIG 78

TYPICAL HOOK CONFIGURATION AND SIZES

117

169

157

209

197

249

10 mm

10 mm

FIG 79

48

- BAYONET HOOKS Sturdier than the previous kind, these hooks are mainly used in pairs of 3 along the sides of the container - 2 long, 2
medium and 2 short, but the actual quantity of hooks supplied in the kit is determined by the length of the

container and the location in which the tarpaulin is intended to be used
ATTENTION: leave approximately 15mm of space between the hook and the slot to prevent the hooks from
getting stuck when opening and/or closing the tarpaulin
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HOOK DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
FIG 80

TYPICAL HOOK

CONFIGURATION AND SIZES

101

159

229

15 mm

15 mm

FIG 81

50

- VERTICAL ROLLER HOOKS Made for containers with the upper profiles of the sideboards that tend to widen considerably, or "warp," during
loading or for use in the event of wind, they are usually provided based on the length of the container.
The hooking elements to secure to the container must be secured being especially sure that the elements are
horizontal and the securing height is uniform to prevent them from hindering the bows in sliding during
tarpaulin opening and closing operations.
ATTENTION: leave approximately 10-15mm of space between the hook and the slot to prevent the hooks
from getting stuck when opening and/or closing the tarpaulin
HOOK DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
FIG 82
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TYPICAL HOOK CONFIGURATION AND SIZES

- OSCILLATING HOOKS

130

15 mm

161

FIG 83

49

-

250

Made for containers with the
upper profiles of the
sideboards that tend to widen considerably, or ''warp,'' during loading or for use in the event of wind, they are usually
provided in the appropriate quantity based on the length of the container.
The hooking elements (a galvanised steel zeat profile) to secure to the container must be riveted, being especially
sure that they are horizontal and have the IDENTICAL securing height on both sides of the container to
prevent them from hindering the bows in sliding during the tarpaulin opening and closing operations.
HOOK DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
FIG 84

ATTENTION:
leave approximately 10- 15 mm of space between the hook and the slot to prevent the
hooks from getting stuck with opening and/or closing the tarpaulin
TYPICAL HOOK CONFIGURATION AND SIZES

49

66

139

190

15 mm

FIG 85
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- HORIZONTAL ROLLER HOOKS -

FIG 86

Made in the same way as the previous standard hooks,
they are supplied in a number of pairs based on the
length of the container and the location in which
the tarpaulin will mainly be used
There are TWO types of anchoring profiles available for
this type of hook,

A

A) with SEPARATE elements
B) with CONTINUOUS profile

B

TYPICAL HOOK CONFIGURATION AND SIZES

65

6 mm

100

FIG 87

A

56
174

- IN-GROOVE HORIZONTAL ROLLER HOOKS FOR CONTAINERS WITH INTERNAL AISLE This type of hook was made especially for containers that already have a STANDARD internal GROOVE along the
upper edge of the sideboards .
Using this type of hook, you no longer need to apply anything to the sides of the container and tarpaulin stability is
guaranteed with nothing else.
The hooks are usually supplied in 3 or even 4 pairs per container.
HOOK DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
FIG 87 Pers
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TYPICAL HOOK AND HOUSING GROOVE CONFIGURATION AND SIZES

154

37 40

126

60

6 mm

64

FIG 87-2 Pers

- LOWERED ROPES FOR

CONTAINERS WITH

INTERNAL AISLE For vehicles that transport mainly iron scraps, it is of utmost importance to prevent the tarpaulin pulling ropes
from getting tangled in the scraps when loading and unloading the vehicle.
A system was created for these vehicles that allows the ropes themselves to slide under the upper profiles of the
container, and two systems were united for this type of application:
1) A ROPE SLIDING PIN at the ends of the bows positioned lower compared to the standard version
2) A BAYONET HOOK THAT ALLOWS THE TARPAULIN TO BE ANCHORED SECURELY.
SCHEMATIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE BOWS WITH LOWERED PIN AND OF THE HOOKS

28

28

28

FIG 88

TYPICAL LOWERED PIN AND IN-GROOVE HOOK CONFIGURATION AND SIZES

28

174

234

28
294

50

28

30

FIG 89

15 mm

With this system, the ropes slide
under
the upper profile of the sideboards
by about
30mm and the risk of damaging them
during loading and/or unloading
operations
is largely prevented
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- CLOSING THE REAR TARPAULIN SECTION As we have already seen in the introduction of the CABRIOLE’ tarpaulin, there are various types of closures
AVAILABLE for the REAR of the container.

"SIMPLE TAIL" REAR CLOSURE
This is the most commonly used model, both for its simplicity and for its functionality.
It is suitable for most containers on the market and covers, on average, a space of about 300 - 400mm from
the last bow to the rear door. Once the sheet has been extended properly and the entire tarpaulin has been
assembled, simply apply the two pieces of Ø 6 mm rope to the eyelets already present on the lower edge of
the tail, creating a "U" that is long enough to enable the operator to easily hook the supplied elastic element to
hooks that will be riveted to the rear door of the container.
300 - 400 mm

FIG 90

REAR CLOSURE WITH "SPRING TAIL"
- Available for containers with a HYDRAULICALLY activated rear door
and, as such, more than 1300mm of space between the last bow and the rear door
In these cases, the tarpaulin cannot go far enough back
to fully cover the container and, therefore,
the TAIL WITH SPRING can be used.
Some steel FLAT SPRINGS inserted in an internal pocket of the sheet allow it to roll up and uncover the opening.
FIG 91

Once the container has been covered,
you must remove the rear
section of the tarpaulin (that on
the rear unloading door) and
hook the rope to the specific
bracket secured to the
container
The tarpaulin is supplied with
the TAIL WITH SPRING
already PRE-ASSEMBLED
on the rear tail of the sheet with its springs already inserted and connected to the last
bow and to a rear pipe that keeps them taut once the tail has been extended over the rear door of the container.
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Its assembly is identical to that for the SIMPLE TAIL, which we have just seen.
Therefore, once the sheet has been extended properly and the entire tarpaulin has been assembled, simply
apply the THREE pieces of Ø 6mm rope to the eyelets already present on the lower edge of the tail itself,
creating a "Y" that is long enough to enable the operator to easily hook the rope onto the rear door of the
container.
The last thing to apply is the CLEAT BRACKET, which must be positioned on the lower part of the door in a
convenient position that, at the same time, is not subject to impacts when unloading the vehicle.
This bracket allows the traction ROPE of the tail with spring to be securely anchored
The SELF-ROLLING TAIL can also be assembled as an accessory, in replacement of the STANDARD TAIL fitted on
the tarpaulin at the time of initial assembly.

Assembling AFTER MARKET or REPLACING a damaged TAIL WITH SPRING:
1. MAKE SURE that the area in which you intend to carry out the operation is free from persons who could be
injured by falling elements or work tools used to transform and/or repair the tarpaulin.
2. WEAR PROTECTIVE GLOVES, as all work of this kind could be a source of even serious injuries.
3. PREPARE A SURFACE TO WORK ON AROUND THE REAR and FRONT PARTS OF THE VEHICLE,
which ensures a sufficient level of safety for the operator carrying out the work. (RESPECT THE
WORKPLACE SAFETY STANDARDS IN FORCE)
4. Remaining on the ground, FULLY RETRACT THE TARPAULIN THAT NEEDS MODIFYING, activating the
movement fitted on the vehicle.

5. LOOSEN THE PULLING ROPE TENSIONERS, therefore, loosen the rope locking clamps in the rear part of
the tarpaulin.
6. SLIDE THE ROPES OUT FROM THE LAST TARPAULIN BOW
(ONLY FROM THE LAST ONE) and remove it from the sheet POCKET
containing it, being careful not to
make the entire tarpaulin fall off the vehicle
(this could be dangerous for the safety
of the operator.
if necessary, tie it to the container with
a bit of cord)
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7. INSERT THE SPECIFIC LAST OVAL BOW WITH THE NEW ALREADY
PRE-ASSEMBLED TAIL WITH SPRING provided for the transformation operation
8. REINSERT THE ROPES EXTRACTED PREVIOUSLY FROM THE LAST BOW into the end pins of the new
LAST OVAL BOW and lock them once again with the specific clamps after having TENSIONED them
PROPERLY, pulling the respective ends by hand.
9. TENSION THE ROPES, using the specific TENSIONERS on the tarpaulin.
10. FULLY EXTEND the tarpaulin until the SHEET IS WELL-EXTENDED in its entire length.
11. After having secured the tarpaulin sheet with three (3) or four (4) rivets, ABOVE THE OVAL BOW (so that
water can run off the main sheet and not leak into the closed tarpaulin when the vehicle is travelling) CUT the
OLD TAIL of the SHEET

12. OVERLAP and RIVET the specific PRE-DRILLED aluminium STRIP and carefully secure the two tarpaulin
sheet layers to the new LAST OVAL BOW
13. CONNECT THREE bits of ROPE to the final sheet rings and tie them together, forming a Y

A

Part. - A -
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14. ON THE FRONT PART of one side of the container or on its front wall (if there isn't one already) secure, by
welding or riveting, a BRACKET WITH TWO HOOKS (ROPE-WINDER BRACKET) supplied so you can wind
the tail traction ropes when the tarpaulin is fully retracted at the front of the container.

15. ON THE REAR PART, on the rear loading door of the container (if there isn't one already) secure, by welding
or riveting, the other ROPE-WINDER BRACKET.

ADDITIONAL ROPE TO FACILITATE LIFTING OF THE ROLLED TARPAULIN.
To increase the space
available under the last bow
to unload the transported material,
a simple but very efficient innovation was added to
the initial tail with spring model,
which allows you
to further lift the sheet
when it is completely rolled up.
The innovation consists in applying
an additional rope in the lower part of the
peak of the last bow (the one to which the
tail with spring is attached).
The rope, anchored to the bow underneath the
sheet and kept taut while the tail is being
rolled up, is of great help in supporting
the tarpaulin roll and, above all,
once the tail is completely rolled up,
bringing both ropes toward the front of the container,
it keeps the roll in a higher and, therefore, less cumbersome position under the bow, greatly benefiting the container
covering and uncovering operations.

J = tail with return spring A= main tail return rope
B= secondary support and roll-holding rope C= additional rope anchoring clevis
R = clevis fastening rivets
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Free the ropes holding
the tail against the rear door
Roll up the tail, holding
both ropes (A and B)
Again, holding
both rope (A) and rope (B)simultaneously,

let

the entire tail roll up with rope (A)

Move the two ropes (A) and (B) along the side of the container
passing rope (B) ABOVE the roll,
then pulling it slightly, lift
the tail roll as best as possible.
Rope (B), tied to the front of the container,
also serves to hold the roll tightly
when unloading
the container.

NOTE: Remember to check that ropes (A and B) are free when activating the
tarpaulin.
IMPORTANT WARNING:
If travelling often with the tarpaulin RETRACTED in front of the container, you are OBLIGED to carefully secure
the SELF-ROLLING TAIL to the front hooks provided in the kit for this purpose
The accurate tying of the SELF-ROLLING TAIL guarantees the integrity of the TAIL tarpaulin that otherwise, fluttering
freely due to the air flows, would deteriorate in a short time.
NOTE: Should some springs break (and it can be noticed by decreased efficiency in rolling the tarpaulin on itself or
visually by some evident bumps on the tarpaulin) IMMEDIATELY INTERVENE and REPLACE THE BROKEN
SPRING. In case of non-intervention, the tarpaulin will be IRREVERSIBLY damaged, forcing the user to FULLY
REPLACE the DAMAGED TAIL
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REAR CLOSURE WITH "AUTOMATIC FLAP"
Another CABRIOLE’ tarpaulin rear closure system is the AUTOMATIC FLAP.
The FLAP comes in two different models, but assembly is the same for both.

- DOUBLE BOW FLAP FIG 92

Made with two bows that are spaced and welded to one
another,
it guarantees good sliding stability
and can cover an empty space between the last
bow and the door of about 410 mm
In OPENING, the action of the two TRACTION
SPRINGS
located on the sides of the last bow, allows
the section of the sheet covering the door to be lifted
immediately.
In CLOSURE, instead, the action of two small CHAINS,
anchored on one side to the side arms of the flap
itself and, on the other, to the next to last tarpaulin bow, which
allow the arms to lower just as quickly
and, therefore, the part of the sheet covering the door to close.

410
MAX

FIG 93

This type of flap does not require
any difficult assembly operations
or fine-tuning at all; simply secure
the free ends of the two chains to the next
to last tarpaulin bow when the tarpaulin is
fully EXTENDED and,
if necessary, ADJUST the lowering
by changing the length of the chain
anchoring the arms to the
next to last tarpaulin bow
- SINGLE BOW FLAP Made with a single bow, secured, however, to two shaped
plates at the base, it also guarantees good
sliding stability and can cover an empty space
between the last bow and the end of the container
of about 430mm.

FIG 94

430
MAX
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In OPENING, the action of two TORSION SPRINGS positioned on the sides of the last bow, allows the section of the
sheet covering the door to be lifted immediately. In CLOSURE, instead, the action of two small CHAINS anchored on
one side to the side arms of the flap itself and, on the other, to
the next to last tarpaulin bow, allows
the arms to lower just as quickly and, therefore, the
part of the sheet covering the door to
close.
To adjust, do the same thing
as for the double bow flap, that is,
ADJUST lowering by changing
the length of the chain anchoring
the arms to the next to last tarpaulin bow

- FINISHING AND PRE-USE CHECK OPERATIONS Once all the operations shown on the previous pages have been completed, you must calibrate some components
and then make sure that the entire system works properly.
FOR MANUAL AND ELECTRIC VERSIONS
Make sure the tarpaulin slides, open and closed, without particular effort or sticking in its movement.
If the tarpaulin tends to get stuck and/or go across on the edges, it means that the RH and LH pulling ropes do not
have the same tension; as such, you must use the rope tensioners until you obtain equal tension on both ropes.
N.B. Proper rope tension is adjusted
60 Cm
by opening the tarpaulin slightly (about 50-60cm)
and then using the specific tensioners
(FRONT or REAR) until,
when movement is activated, the ropes slide
on the front pulling pulleys without slipping.
Do not tension the ropes excessively since,
in addition to causing sudden wear of the ropes themselves,
bow sliding does not improve but rather,
is more difficult.
Make sure that the QUICK FIT HOOKS freely go in and come out of the specific anchors located on the sides of the
container
FIG 96

PRE-FORMING RETRACTED SHEET
Fully retract the tarpaulin and make sure that
near the ends of every single
bow, the sheet has taken the proper form
(strip pre-forming); if necessary,
manually fix the most critical points and leave the
tarpaulin retracted for some hours.
With the tarpaulin fully extended, apply
the additional safety anchors to the quick fit hooks, distributing
the entire length of the tarpaulin

them along
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CABRIOLE’
Make sure that the REAR ANCHORING ROPES of the tarpaulin TAIL anchor securely to the hooks located on
the rear door of the container and that they keep the sheet extended tightly over the door.

FOR HYDRAULIC VERSIONS
VALVE CALIBRATION - ADJUSTMENT Before sending oil to the motor, make sure that the pressure valve is
adjusted to the minimum:
to do so, turn the screw with the specific spanner
anti-clockwise (see figure).
Perform this step on both directions of flow.

With the tarpaulin fully retracted on the front part of the container,
increase the supply circuit pressure via the screw on the valve, turning it clockwise until the motor has enough
power to EXTEND the tarpaulin fully and until the valve is discharged.
Now also position the screw of the return circuit in the same position as the delivery one;
Once the valve is adjusted, check that everything is functioning correctly by opening and closing the cover at least a
couple of times

- HOW TO USE THE TARPAULIN The CABRIOLE’ tarpaulin is very user-friendly.
Attention: all the operations shown below must be carried out by a single operator, working strictly from the
ground and respecting the safety standards in place for all self-propelled structures.
Make sure there is nothing impeding the tarpaulin movement (loaded material protruding over the edges of the
container, etc.)

MAKE SURE THERE IS NO-ONE WORKING NEAR THE TARPAULIN
Starting with the tarpaulin fully retracted (OPEN), the operations to carry out for proper use are:
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MS) SIMPLE CRANK HANDLE VERSION (STANDARD)
•
•
•
•
•

FIG 97

free the rotating rod from where it is anchored to the container
firmly grip the two activation handles
turn the rotating rod clockwise or anti-clockwise until the tarpaulin is closed or open
put the rotating rod back into its locked position, using the specific snap pin
remove the rear section of the tarpaulin (that on the rear loading door) and hook the elastic
cords to the specific hooks (cobra) secured to the container

FIG 98

RAM) VERSION WITH CORNER RETURN + FOLDING CRANK HANDLE
(OPTIONAL)
•
•
•
•

insert the folding crank handle on the pin coming out of the corner return
turn the crank handle clockwise and anti-clockwise until the tarpaulin is closed or open
remove the crank handle and put it back in the cab or the tool box (do not leave it inserted)
remove the rear section of the tarpaulin (that on the rear loading door) and hook the elastic
cords to the specific hooks (cobra) secured to the container

V.EL) ELECTRIC VERSION
FIG 99

•
•
•

Insert the key in the centre of the control unit "emergency mushroom button."
Before other steps, we recommend repeating the opening and closing
operations after having deactivated and activated the control unit via power
supply.
Once again check opening and/or closing with the control unit selector or with the
remote control (if available) buttons

IN THE EVENT OF RESTARTING OR NOT:
•
•
•

Check the mechanics and the electrical connections, eliminating any abnormal situations
including: friction, obstacles, metal pulling rope tension, loose electrical connections
or rusty contacts...)
Repeat a further start-up procedure before moving on to checking the control unit as required by the
use and maintenance manual.
Once the OPENING AND CLOSING operations are complete, extract the key from the control unit and
press the emergency mushroom button to prevent anyone from activating the tarpaulin
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V.ID) HYDRAULIC VERSION
FIG 100

•
•

Block accidental container lifting via the button
that brings oil to the tarpaulin motor unit, thereby deactivating
container lifting.
Activate the lever located on the oil distributor while the tarpaulin is
opening and make sure its movement is normal
and does not stick until it is fully open

ATTENTION: should there be obstacles during the hydraulic motor run, IT DOES NOT STOP
alone, THEREFORE, it is the operator's responsibility to pay the utmost attention during
tarpaulin activation.
•
•

•

Should the tarpaulin get stuck, check its mechanical part, especially whether
there are any abnormal situations including: friction, obstacles, etc.
Instead, should there be no signs of movement at all, make sure that the hydraulic connections
and the oil flow diverter are positioned correctly so that the oil can freely
flow to the motor
Once the OPENING or CLOSING operations are complete, disconnect the hydraulic unit via the
diverter that supplies it with oil.

- TRANSFORMATIONS KIT TO TRANSFORM FROM MANUAL TO ELECTRIC
Should you wish, after purchasing, to turn your manual movement tarpaulin into an electric movement
tarpaulin, Cramaro TS has a specific transformation KIT available that allows you, in a few steps (better if
done at a service centre), to apply an electric motor with its control unit to the existing manual movement, thus
making it equivalent to the electric version.
FIG 105

Operationally speaking, you must:
1) disassemble the activation crank handle
rod from the manual reducer,

1

2

3

4

2) remove the screws that keep
the manual reducer anchored to its
support secured to the cab-shield.
3) put in the electric motor with its support
brackets on the shaft
coming out of the lower part of the
manual reducer
4) put the screws that lock the assembled elements together back in and
tighten the fastening nuts.
5) assemble the motor feed electrical system and its control unit.
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- ROUTINE MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS ATTENTION: ALL THE FOLLOWING MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS MUST BE
CARRIED OUT WEARING THE APPROPRIATE HAND PROTECTION

REPLACING THE "TARPAULIN LIFTING PEHD STRIP"
FIG 101

The PEHD strip inserted into the sheet side pockets of the tarpaulin
force the sheet to take the correct shape
during retraction (container opening)
The strip is made of an extremely
sturdy durable material; however, after a
series of working "cycles" that vary depending on the most
diverse conditions of work, it must also be replaced
as it breaks and no longer serves the function for which it
was created and it can be easily replaced.

3

1

1) Pulling rope
2) Bow end runner
3) PEHD STRIP

2

3

Extend the tarpaulin properly.
After having released it from the fixing screws that keep it anchored
to the ends of every single bow, carefully extract the damaged (or worn) strip and insert
the new strip in the pocket under the lateral section of the sheet.
1
Therefore, after having carefully made sure that the entire tarpaulin is extended properly, re2
drill the holes on the strip where the previous ones were on every single bow.
Reassemble all the bow ends with the specific washers and nuts that were previously removed and secure the front
part of the strip on the tarpaulin inclined front brackets.
Retract the tarpaulin and make sure everything behaves as it should

N.B. After replacement, PRE-FORM
PRE-FORMING OF THE PEHD STRIP
FOR SHEET LIFTING

REPLACING "THE END PINS OF THE BOWS"
The end pins of the TARPAULIN bows can be easily replaced, even with the
tarpaulin assembled (it is not necessary to remove the tarpaulin from the container )
Loosen the nuts located above the tarpaulin to replace the REMOVABLE PINS and extract the
TWO PARTS of the pin, being careful during reassembly that the parts match up correctly and rest well on the
pressed bow end.
Once you have put the runner screws back into the holes through the sheet and the PEHD strip, properly tighten the
nut and the work is done.
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1) Lower runner
2) Bow end
3) Lower pin
4) Pulling rope
5) Upper pin
6) Washer
7) A.B. Nut Fastening

FIG 102
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
4

REPLACING "BOW SLIDING RUNNERS"
As we have just seen for removable pin replacement, the runner in anti-wear material inserted at the ends of all the
bows can also be easily replaced, even with the tarpaulin assembled (you do not need to remove the sheet from
the container)
Loosen the nuts located above the tarpaulin to replace the WORN RUNNERS and extract the
RUNNER, paying attention to the REMOVABLE PINS, which are also held by the same screw.
Once you have put the new runner screw back in to the holes through the sheet and the PEHD strip, properly tighten
the nut and the work is done
FIG 103

6
5

1) Lower runner
2) Bow end
3) Plastic pin
4) Sheet
5) Washer
6) A.B. Nut Fastening

4
3
2
1

REPLACING THE "BOWS"
Replacing any damaged bows is as simple as ever by using removable end pins, making it completely unnecessary
to remove the ropes.
The operations to carry out are exactly the same as those that we have just seen to replace the sliding runners.
Once you have disassembled the damaged bow ends, simply extract it with caution from the lower sheet sleeve
containing it and, once you have inserted the new bow, reassemble the end elements.
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1) Lower runner
2) Bow end
3) Plastic pin
4) Sheet
5) Washer
6) A.B. Nut Fastening

FIG 104

6
5
4
3
2
1

REPLACING FRONT PULLING SHAFT
Albeit rarely, and often only because of accidents when using the mechanical means dedicated to vehicle loading,
you may be forced to replace the tarpaulin front pulling shaft.
Until recently, the pulling shaft for both the manual and electric versions had slots to house the specific "keys" to
transmit drive from the shaft or from the manual reducer or from the electric motor to the external pulling pulleys.
Instead, from now on, a UNIVERSAL SHAFT will be supplied, which has a CONTINUOUS housing for the keys,
ALONG THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE SHAFT.
Therefore, compared to what was previously required to replace the shaft, now with the CONTINUOUS HOUSING
for the keys, specific BUSHINGS to contain the keys have been introduced in its position on the motor and manual
reducer housing. The external pulley hold "gears" have also been doubled from not just one 180mm but two at
90° between them.
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ø180 mm PULLING PULLEY SECURING

Additional securing gear
Tab

STD Tab securing gear

ELECTRIC GEARMOTOR SECURING

LOCKING BUSHING
TAB
CAFF520A

MANUAL REDUCER SECURING
TAB
LOCKING
BUSHING
CAFF520A
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ø100 MM REAR RETURN PULLEY ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM

When assembling the rear plate, make sure that the pulley is positioned as shown in the
picture and make sure that the threaded ring nut is properly tightened.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
PROBLEM

CAUSE

SOLUTION

Operating the switch, the tarpaulin is not
controlled and the ON light does not
switch on.

Emergency button pressed.

Use the key to release the emergency
button.

Operating the switch, the tarpaulin is not
controlled and the ON light does not
switch on.

80 Amp. fuse Interrupted (burnt).

Check and replace the interrupted
(burnt) fuse located at the front of the
control unit.

Operating the switch, the tarpaulin is not
controlled and the ON light does not
switch on.

Interrupted power supply.

Check the entire wiring system, make
sure there are no interruptions or
disconnected cables.

By using the movement selected, the
tarpaulin moves in the opposite direction
shown by the serigraphy on the cover.

Inverted connection of the cables
on the motor.

Invert the connection of the motor
cables.

Operating the switch, the tarpaulin is not
controlled and the lamp switches ON.

Electric contacts out of place or
disconnected motor.

Check the position of the electric
contacts between the chassis and the
container and the motor connection.

The tarpaulin does not perform the entire
path but stops before the complete
opening or closing.

High mechanical friction or
physical obstacles prevent its
smooth operation.

Verify the smoothness of the tarpaulin
and remove any obstacles to its
movement (protruding loads,
deformed container upper profiles,
worn and/or ruined steel cables)

The tarpaulin does not move.

Mechanics not operational.

Check there are no blocked bearings
or rear pulleys (otherwise, contact
your nearest after-sales centre).
(REPLACEMENT OF BEARINGS
AND/OR REAR PULLEYS)

The tarpaulin does not move.

Deformed tarpaulin bows.

Make sure that the bows have not
been ''bent''. If so, bring them back to
their original curvature and align them
all at the same width (otherwise,
contact your nearest service centre).
((REPLACEMENT OF DAMAGED
BOWS)

The tarpaulin does not move.

Metal pulling ropes excessively
tense

Make sure the metal pulling ropes are
not excessively tense. If so, loosen
the tension by acting on the
appropriate adjusting screws

The tarpaulin does not move.

Metal pulling ropes that slip on
the front pulleys.

Check that the metal pulling ropes
and the pulleys have not been
greased or lubricated. If so, clean
them.
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ADHESIVE PLATES
WITH WARNINGS FOR CABRIOLE’ TARPAULIN USE
Every " CABRIOLE’" tarpaulin, whether assembled at an authorised mechanic's shop or by the final user
(therefore, delivered by the company
“ CRAMARO TS S.r.l. " in assembly KIT), is equipped with A SERIES OF ADHESIVES, which summarise
the most IMPORTANT WARNINGS WHEN USING the tarpaulin.
The aforesaid KIT of adhesives is supplied with ALL THE TARPAULINS SOLD and, like with the USER
MANUAL, should be considered as an integral part of the tarpaulin itself.
As such, from assembly on, "EVERY TARPAULIN"

MUST VISIBLY SHOW
the complete series of adhesive plates with the warnings on using the tarpaulin.
APPLICATION AREAS OF THE ADHESIVE PLATES

1) GENERAL WARNINGS (6 notes)
2) CONTROL UNIT WATER JET
PROTECTION
(1 note)

N.B. FAILURE TO APPLY the adhesive plates described above automatically voids the WARRANTY from
CRAMARO - TS S.r.l.,
who shall not, in any way, be liable for any damages to persons or things due to failure to observe
the
described standards of use.
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ADHESIVE LABELS
USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR CABRIOLE’ TARPAULIN

REGISTER OF PERIODIC CHECKS AND TARPAULIN MAINTENANCE

VALID FOR ALL VERSIONS OF THE “CABRIOLE’” TARPAULIN
You will find the useful information to always keep your tarpaulin efficient in this REGISTER of the specific period
checks for the tarpaulin purchased; the appropriate tables show, from time to time, the ordinary or extraordinary
maintenance conducted monthly, quarterly or annually.
This checks register is expected by the current Machines Directive EEC 2006/42, consequently the manufacturer’s
obligation to supply it and the user’s obligation to comply with the regulations.
THE CHECK REGISTER makes up an irreplaceable tool to fulfil the obligations required by the laws in force
regarding top management's responsibility on work equipment use and maintenance (Legislative Decree 626 dated
19-09-1994 and L.D. no. 547 dated 27-04-1955 ).

ATTENTION: THE TARPAULIN IS SUBJECT TO MECHANICAL FRICTION AND IN ORDER
FOR IT TO HAVE A LONG WORKING LIFE AND OPERATION WITHOUT ISSUES, IT REQUIRES PROPER,
REGULAR MAINTENANCE! !
MODIFICATIONS TO THE TARPAULIN COMPONENTS ARE NOT PERMITTED
MODIFICATION OF A TARPAULIN, OR EVEN OF ONLY SOME COMPONENTS THEREOF, IMPLIES THE
AUTOMATIC ASSUMPTION OF CIVIL LIABILITY AND THE PENALTY AND OBLIGATION TOGETHER WITH

CE

WHOMEVER MADE THE MODIFICATION TO A NEW
MARKING ON THE MODIFIED TARPAULIN.
REPLACEMENTS OF ALL COMPONENTS THAT ARE DEFINED AS SPARE PARTS AND MADE FOR THIS
PURPOSE BY THE COMPANY CRAMARO TS S.R.L. ARE NOT CONSIDERED MODIFICATIONS
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Arrange for routine maintenance
in the required time intervals

Call customer service
if you are unable
to resolve the problem
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ROUTINE MAINTENANCE (PREVENTIVE)
SUBJECT OF THE ASSESSMENT

FREQUENCY

SLIDING DEVICE, PLANARITY OF THE
UPPER CONTAINER PROFILES

DAILY

CHECK FOR ALL THE SAFETY DEVICES
ACTIVE ON THE TARPAULIN

SAFETY DEVICES, ACTIVATION ROD
LOCKING, ETC.
STATE OF THE FRONT PULLING PULLEY
STATE OF THE REAR RETURN PULLEYS
PULLING ROPE CLAMPS

DAILY

DAILY
DAILY
DAILY
WEEKLY

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS (for electric
versions)

WEEKLY

ELECTRICAL CABLES (for electric
versions)

WEEKLY

INTEGRITY OF THE METAL PULLING
ROPES
GENERAL NUTS AND BOLTS

WEEKLY

GENERAL CARPENTRY

WEEKLY

PULLING ROPES

WEEKLY

SLIDING RUNNERS

WEEKLY

TARPAULIN SHEET

WEEKLY

REMOTE CONTROL BATTERIES

WEEKLY

SWITCHES, ACTIVATION DEVICES,
CONTACT DEVICES,
EMERGENCY DEVICES

WEEKLY

MONTHLY

EXPECTED OPERATION

ESTIMATED
TIME

VISUAL INSPECTION OF THE
CONDITIONS AND WHETHER ANY
PARTS ARE MISSING
VISUAL INSPECTION TO CHECK FOR
THE ANCHORING SIDE ROPES, HOOKS
AND SNAP-HOOKS AND THEIR STATE
OF WEAR
VISUAL INSPECTION TO CHECK FOR
ELEMENTS AND THEIR STATE OF WEAR
VISUAL INTEGRITY CHECK
VISUAL INTEGRITY CHECK
CHECK AND TIGHTEN THE SCREWS
WITH A MANUAL SCREWDRIVER (NOT
ELECTRIC)
RESTORE THE CONTACTS, CLEANING
THEM AND PUTTING THEM AS CLOSE
AS NECESSARY
INSULATE WITH ELECTRICAL TAPE OR
REPLACE CABLES WITH DEFECTS OR
CUTS
IMMEDIATELY REPLACE ROPES WITH
PROTRUDING THREADS
CHECK THE TIGHTENING AND FOR THE
TIGHTENING BOLTS OF THE TARPAULIN
ELEMENTS
CHECK THE STATE OF WEAR OF THE
SURFACES
INTEGRITY OF THE ELEMENTS
DETAILED VISUAL CHECK OF THE
PULLING ROPES AND, IF NECESSARY,
CLEANING THE PINS BY SPRAYING
"SVITOL" TYPE ANTI-RUST SPRAY
VISUAL INSPECTION TO CHECK FOR
ALL THE RUNNERS
DETAILED VISUAL CHECK OF THE
SHEET SURFACE AND ESPECIALLY OF
THE ANCHORING POINTS TO THE
CONTAINER
REPLACE DISCHARGED BATTERIES
WITH NEW ONES
CHECK THE INTEGRITY AND, IF
NECESSARY, REPLACE DAMAGED
COMPONENTS AT AN AUTHORISED
SERVICE CENTRE

5 MINUTES

5 MINUTES
2 MINUTES
1 MINUTE
1 MINUTE
5 MINUTES
15 MINUTES
15 MINUTES
40 MINUTES
15-20
MINUTES
5 MINUTES
15-2O
MINUTES
2 MINUTES
5 MINUTES

2 MINUTES
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PROTECTION ELEMENTS OF THE
ELECTRICAL DEVICES

SLIDING RUNNERS

SLIDING RUNNERS

MONTHLY

MAKE SURE THE FUSES WORK; IF
NECESSARY, REPLACE THEM ONLY
WITH OTHERS HAVING THE SAME
AMPERAGE (DO NOT CREATE BY PASS
BRIDGES)
BI-ANNUALLY CAREFUL VISUAL CHECK OF THE
IF
STATE OF WEAR OF THE RESTING
TRANSPORTING SURFACE AND REPLACING ANY
NORMAL
BROKEN OR WORN RUNNERS
MATERIALS
BI-MONTHLY
CAREFUL VISUAL CHECK OF THE
IF
STATE OF WEAR OF THE RESTING
TRANSPORTING SURFACE AND REPLACING ANY
HIGHLY
BROKEN OR WORN RUNNERS
ABRASIVE
MATERIALS

10 MINUTES

1 HOUR

1 HOUR

ATTENTION: THE TABLE RELATING TO THE FREQUENCY OF THE CHECKS TO BE MADE IS INDICATIVE
ONLY AND REFERS TO A TARPAULIN SYSTEM UTILISED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE DIRECTIVES OF THE
ANTICIPATED CHECKS AND THE CONTENTS OF THIS USER AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL.

- CHECK SHEETS -

MONTHLY CHECKS
REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE
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MONTHLY CHECKS
REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE

MONTHLY CHECKS
REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE
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MONTHLY CHECKS
REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE

MONTHLY CHECKS

REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE
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MONTHLY CHECKS
REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE

MONTHLY CHECKS
REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE

MONTHLY CHECKS
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REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE

MONTHLY CHECKS
REPLACED PARTS

PERFORMED OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE
DATE

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
SIGNATURE

CRAMARO TS reserves the right to modify what it shall consider appropriate to improve its product at any
time without the obligation to give any prior notice or substitute the information material already issued
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